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November 2021 BPCA Board Meeting
by Walt Rankin

After everyone stood and recited the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag, 
it was established that we had a quorum and began the meeting. 
We approved the agenda and consent agenda. President Dring then 
opened the floor to the attendees for their remarks or questions. 

• A resident thanked all concerned for the outstanding 
results of the Witches Ride which garnered $25,000.00 for play-
ground equipment at the Rick Seltzer Community Park on Jan 
Cooley Drive.
•  A resident strongly suggested that we direct the Bay Point 
Post Office employees NOT to send any mail back to the main 
Churchwell Post Office due to a lack of a PO Box number. He 
pointed out that for many years the Bay Point Post Office looked 
up the PO Box numbers and delivered the mail. He also noted that 
our financial contribution to the post office has increased substan-
tially and our service has been reduced.
•  Another resident weighed in on the Post Office sending 
mail back and also asked that this practice be stopped.
•  A third resident wondered what percent of the mail arrives 
without a PO Box number and urged us to own the problem and 
deliver all the mail. She also suggested we need to stop attacking 
people on Facebook.
• A resident complained that some of his important financial 
mail was sent back to the sender and the sender (financial cor-
poration) has a policy against sending sensitive mail to PO Boxes. 
He also asked about the job descriptions and metrics used by our 
Post Office. He again urged to stripe the Bay Point roads and get 
Bay County to repave Jan Cooley Drive. His final request was to 
change the name of Queensbury Road to Dragon’s Ridge Road.
We then moved on to Catherine for her financial report. Catherine 
reported that as of the end of September, 2021 we had a consoli-
dated cash balance of $2.3M and expenses are running under 
budget. She also said that approximately 75% of the BPCA assess-
ments for 2022 have been collected. Also, late fees will begin to ac-
crue beginning December 1st, 2021. She reported that the finance 
committee has agreed to post a summary financial report on the 
Bay Point website. Finally, we are finishing up our annual financial 
audit and the results of the audit will be reported to all property 
owners as part of the annual meeting package that will be mailed 
to all owners in December.
Yours truly said that there is nothing new to report on Bay Point 
West at this time.
I also reported that the ARC is still in business and it is approving 
most of the new project applications as submitted. Statistics for 
the last 2 meetings:
•  Requests submitted:  28
•  Requests approved:   23
•  Projects Completed:    2
•             Active Projects:  65
David Renneker reported for the Canal Association that after 
a wait of well over a year they have finally received approval to 
dredge parts of the canal. They will now go out for price quotes. 

Linda Corcoran started reporting on Community events by thank-
ing everyone who worked to make the Witches Rides a great 
success. It has been decided, for a number of reasons, to cancel 
The Turkey Trot for this year. She stated that we are pleased at 
how well the Market Place has been received. She will soon begin 
working with a number of others on the Christmas decorations. 
The lights are already strung on the trees and they will be lighted 
right after Thanksgiving. The rest of the decorations will be very 
similar to those we had last year.
Yours truly reported that the Governing Documents Commit-
tee has reviewed and revised as necessary approximately 98% 
of the rules. We will complete the rules review and revision and 
then begin working to format the document to make it more us-
er-friendly.
Debra reported that the IT and Technology team continues to 
work on correcting the QuickBooks problems. We are working dir-
ectly with the owner of the company that is trying to help us with 
this problem. She also said that she is pleased with our newest 
staff member, Nancy. Nancy is working on cleaning up the website 
and updating it. If any property owner has a problem with the 
website, they should ask Nancy to help resolve it. 
David Renneker reported for the infrastructure committee that 
SE Dirtworks completed 2 of our larger projects; one was on 
Barracuda Dr. and the other on Wahoo Rd. He said he had a 
meeting at the Resident’s Gatehouse with SE Dirtworks and our 
engineering company to discuss how to permanently repair the 
ongoing plumbing problems in that area. The contractors seem to 
understand the problem and will get us a quote to do the repairs. 
He said he is also working on pulling together a meeting with the 
PCB water department to discuss uncompleted repairs around 
manhole covers. We are also continuing to see and repair collaps-
ing pipes that are causing sinkholes. In the near future we will 
be getting quotes for clearing the brush from the area around the 
Dragon Ridge fence that needs to replaced. He said that we haven’t 
had an infrastructure committee meeting for several months but 
he will schedule one for this month.
Jim Moore gave the Security report. He said we are short 1 full 
time employee due to Asum leaving to take a job with the Bay 
County Sheriff’s Department. He also said that the Toyota truck 
continues to provide good service. It was scheduled to be replaced 
a couple of years ago but the need has not yet presented itself.
Debra gave the General Manager’s report. She said that in addition 
to the daily management of the HOA she is working with several 
other HOAs to schedule their annual meetings and she is working 
on scheduling the BPCA annual meeting planned for February 
12th 2022.
We then moved on to three items of New Business.  
• We voted to fill the Bay Point West non-canal Board seat 
vacated by Dan Matthews with Dr. Ron Dubin. Welcome to the 
Board Ron!
• We had a lengthy discussion regarding the flooding of 
houses on Redfish Circle due to the inability of 
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our drainage system to evacuate the water in a timely manner dur-
ing hard rains. This is an interesting situation where the solution 
to the problem is known but who should pay for correcting the 
problem appears to be uncertain. There is a drainage pond be-
tween Marlin Circle and Redfish Circle that is part of the Bay Point 
rainwater drainage system. However, the pond is actually jointly 
owned by 11 of the surrounding properties. Over time the pond 
has filled with mud and silt as the rain water drains from upper 
Redfish Circle and a section of properties along Marlin Circle. The 
first step to solving the problem is to clean out the mud and silt to 
create a reservoir for the water. There is no dispute that the rain 
water, as well as mud and silt, drains into the pond from many 
properties not bordering the pond and that the pond is a part of 
the Bay Point drainage system. It is my personal opinion that this 
makes it a Bay Point problem. Therefore, at the conclusion of our 
discussion, I made a motion that Bay Point allocate $20,000.00 
to clean out the pond and examine the drain pipe to determine its’ 
condition. The motion failed spectacularly! It seems that many of 
the Board members want the property owners to shoulder some or 
all of the costs of clean out. Without getting into specifics I’ll just 
state that our treatment of the Redfish Pond problem is not con-
sistent with the way we have taken care of other flooding problems 
in Bay Point.
• There was a very lengthy discussion regarding the Bay 
Point Post Office returning mail addressed to a street address 
without a PO Box number. The lady from the Churchwell Post 
Office, who oversees the contract Post Offices, such as ours, was in 
attendance and at one point said that if we wanted to pay someone 
to cross reference the street addresses with the PO Box numbers 
and deliver the mail that would by fine. Now this is a wonderful 
solution that we have used for over 30 years, up until the past 
couple of years. The last time this lady was in a BPCA meeting she 
declared that cross referencing the street address to deliver the 
mail was against Post Regulations and that if we were caught do-
ing it, our Post Office could be closed. The Board agreed to set up a 
committee to bring back a solution to the mail un-delivery prob-
lem. Now I digress…after the meeting someone started a rumor 
that we are going to close our Post Office. The rumor is not true! 
Going into OLD Business there were three agenda items. 
Jen Shook talked about what needed to be done to repair and 
refurbish the Resident’s Gate. She wanted the Board to vote on a 
budget so that she knows how much money she has to work with. 
After a bit of discussion she was informed that the proper way to 
work on problems like this is to get quotes with a detailed explan-
ation of the associated work to be performed and then bring these 
to the Board to decide what we are going to do.
Jen Shook then proposed that each property owner be allowed to 
sponsor 2 non-owners for RFID access into Bay Point. The cost 
will be $250.00 for the first year and $200.00 for subsequent 
years. Jose Velez and I went on record opposing this proposal but 
after the discussion ceased, the motion passed. This will become 
effective only after the rules are updated, approved by the Board 
and published in the Bay County Courthouse.
We had a short discussion about returning common areas owned 
by Golf Villas I, II and III to grass and allowing them to care for 
their property. We will get quotes for doing this work and do the 
work in the spring. After the sod is down, they will be responsible 
for its upkeep.
This meeting concluded and we then went into a closed Board 
meeting to discuss legal matters with our attorney. 
The final meeting was adjourned at approximately 9:00 PM.

MEN’SMEN’S  GOLFGOLF  . .  ..  .  .   by Jeff Marti

“We made too many wrong mistakes” Yogi Berra

It usually takes three and a half to four and a half hours 
to make your way around a golf course, mostly depending 
on whoever you have had the misfortune to be playing 
behind. The actual time spent in playing each hole is 
roughly seven to eight minutes and there are eighteen 
holes; that works out to around two and a half hours of 
active golfing. That leaves one to three hours of staring 
dully at the foursome ahead of you while minutes of your 
life dwindle away, never to be recovered. This extra time 
leads to the exploration of countless conversational topics 
among your group, ranging from bitter complaints about 
the current political situation, descriptions of various 
health problems, comments about the marital situation 
at home, retelling of old jokes or the trusty standby the 
weather. It was during one of these mindless conversa-
tions one guy, once a fine player, confessed that at the 
height of his game he approached every shot with a posi-
tive mental plan of attack; visualizing the shape of the 
drive, the area on the green he wanted to land his iron 
and the direction from which he wanted to putt. Now, 
he lamented, he has the same mental images before each 
shot, but the pictures he sees are only of bad outcomes: 
lost balls, out of bounds, watery graves, shanks, whiffs, 
line drives. This observation swiftly evolved into a philo-
sophical discussion about the inevitable march of time 
and decay of ability. This was not as depressing as it may 
seem, most of us are practical men and the topic some-
how matched the nature of the game. Live in hope, die in 
despair.  Shrugging our shoulders, we returned to staring 
glumly at the glacial pace of progress of the group ahead. 
A fine time!

The November Men’s Golf Association event is the final 
for the year and is the Barry Masters trophy which will be 
awarded to the player with the net low score. The MGA 
will resume in January and you are encouraged to contact 
the pro shop to indicate your interest.

COASTAL BAY LAWN CARE
Commercial & Residential

Landscaping Design & Installation
Bay Point references on request.

Jamie Pickett - 850.625.4320
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If  you would like to advertise

in this paper,  please call

 850-235-3579or email bay-
pointnews@comcast .net

for rates and information.

                                  October - November

Donald & Maria Hallom      Grand Residence #3203

Robert & Courtney Kinney                    188 Marlin Cir

John & Harriet Hart             Grand Residence #3308

Suzanne Glaab-Varney             4315 Legend Place #7

Jeff Leverette & Albino Navasca    1402 Trout Drive

Rhonda Grainger                         Harbour Villa #4216

Blake Welch                                 1016 Barracuda Drive

William & Heather Callaway   Harbour Villa #4247

Mohit Samtani                                    Golf Villas II #451

Aza & Brandi Cox                              550 Wahoo Road

NEW RESIDENTS

IT’S BEGINNING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE CHRISTMAS
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The establishment of Christmas Day as the date certain that Jesus Christ was born has eluded all of mankind including Christian historians. 
Sextus Julius Africanus born AD 180, in Jerusalem- Died AD 250 is the first Christian historian known to produce a universal chronology. His 
life is not well documented, but evidence indicates that Africanus traveled considerably in Asia, Egypt, and Italy and later lived chiefly at Em-
maus, in Palestine. Relying on the Bible as the basis of his calculations, he incorporated and synchronized Egyptian and Chaldean chronologies, 
Greek mythology, and Judaic history with Christianity. His work raised the prestige of early Christianity by placing it within a historical con-
text. He also wrote a critical work on genealogies of Christ as found in Matthew and Luke. As hard as he tried, he was not able to establish an 
exact time and date for the birth of Jesus Christ.

The nativity of Jesus, nativity of Christ, birth of Christ or birth of Jesus is described in the biblical gospels of Luke and Matthew. The two ac-
counts agree that Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea, his mother Mary was betrothed to a man named Joseph, who was descended from 
King David and was not his biological father, and that his birth was caused by divine intervention. 
The nativity is the basis for the Christian holiday of Christmas on December 25, and plays a major role in the Christian liturgical year. Many 
Christians traditionally display small manger scenes depicting the nativity in their homes, or attend Nativity Plays or Christmas pageants 
focusing on the nativity cycle in the Bible. Elaborate nativity displays called "creche scenes", featuring life-sized statues, are a tradition in many 
continental European countries during the Christmas season.

Christian congregations of the Western tradition (including the Catholic Church, the Western Rite Orthodox, the Anglican Communion, and 
many other Protestants, such as the Moravian Church) begin observing the season of Advent four Sundays before Christmas. Christians of 
the Eastern Orthodox Church and Oriental Orthodox Church observe a similar season, sometimes called Advent but also called the "Nativity 
Fast", which begins forty days before Christmas. Some Eastern Orthodox Christians (Greeks and Syrians) celebrate Christmas on December 
25. Other Orthodox (e.g. Copts, Ethiopians, Georgians, and Russians) celebrate Christmas on (the Gregorian) January 7 as a result of their 
churches continuing to follow the Julian calendar, rather than the modern day Gregorian calendar.[4] The Armenian Apostolic Church however 
continues the original ancient Eastern Christian practice of celebrating the birth of Christ not as a separate holiday, but on the same day as the 
celebration of his baptism (Theophany), which is on January 6.

 The Birth of Jesus, a celebration, and a pledge that Santa is coming to town.   

                                                                                              by Jim Moore

(continued on the next page)



The Storied Life of A. J. Finkry   by Gabrielle Zevin

Recently widowed and bitter and   
isolated, bookstore owner A. J. Finkry 
is on the edge of self-destruction 
when a series of unexpected events 
cause him to slowly awaken to a new, 
fulfilling life.  Zevin’s novel is his 
journey “from resident of an isolat-
ing, intellectual island to citizen and 
participant in a greater community.” 

Each chapter begins with a short 
personal review of a short story by 
the bookseller.  Witty and insightful, 
these shelf talkers are an unexpected 
plus.  It was fun to read them and interesting to see all of 
the references to books throughout Zevin’s novel.  As one 
of our book club members stated, I thought I was well read 
but many of the books mentioned I did not recognize!

Catherine Stanton led our discussion and pointed out how 
in her novel Gabrielle Zevin promotes the small-town book-
store and the feel and experience of reading books in print 
form.  This led us to discussions of how book stores are 
closing, how we miss being able to wander among the books 
there, and how we now read -- or listen -- to books.

Patti Akst hosted our group at her home and Catherine and 
Patti provided a harvest of goodies for us to enjoy.

The Storied Life of A. J. Finkry is a delightful book filled 
with humor and insight into how our reading experiences 
have changed due to technology.  It is soon to be made into 
a movie starring Kunal Nayyar, Lucy Hale, and Christina 
Hendricks. 

Jan Williams

“No man is an island; every book is a world.”
                  Slogan of Finkry’s bookstore
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BOOK REVIEW

Looking for a  DOG WALKER or  HOUSE SITTER?
Call Susan at 850-596-1228

References Available

The artistic depiction of the nativity has been an important subject 
for Christian artists since the 4th century. Artistic depictions of the 
nativity scene since the 13th century have emphasized the humility 
of Jesus and promoted a more tender image of him, a major change 
from the early "Lord and Master" image, mirroring changes in the 
common approaches taken by Christian pastoral ministry during the 
same era.   
  
The legend of Santa Claus can be traced back hundreds of years to a 
monk named St. Nicholas. It is believed that Nicholas was born some-
time around 280 A.D. in Patara, near Myra in modern-day Turkey. 
Much admired for his piety and kindness, St. Nicholas became the 
subject of many legends. It is said that he gave away all his inherited 
wealth and traveled the countryside helping the poor and sick. One 
of the best-known St. Nicholas stories is the time he saved three poor 
sisters from being sold into slavery by their father by providing them 
with a dowry so that they could be married. Over the course of many 
years, Nicholas’s popularity spread and he became known as the 
protector of children and sailors. His feast day is celebrated on the 
anniversary of his death, December 6. This was traditionally con-
sidered a lucky day to make large purchases or to get married. By the 
Renaissance, St. Nicholas was the most popular saint in Europe. Even 
after the Protestant Reformation, when the veneration of saints began 
to be discouraged, St. Nicholas maintained a positive reputation, 
especially in Holland.

St. Nicholas made his first inroads into American popular culture 
towards the end of the 18th century. In December 1773, and again in 
1774, a New York newspaper reported that groups of Dutch families 
had gathered to honor the anniversary of his death.

The name Santa Claus evolved from Nick’s Dutch nickname, Sinter 
Klaas, a shortened form of Sint Nikolaas (Dutch for Saint Nicholas). 
In 1804, John Pintard, a member of the New York Historical Society, 
distributed woodcuts of St. Nicholas at the society’s annual meeting. 
The background of the engraving contains now-familiar Santa images 
including stockings filled with toys and fruit hung over a fireplace. In 
1809, Washington Irving helped to popularize the Sinter Klaas stories 
when he referred to St. Nicholas as the patron saint of New York in his 
book, The History of New York. As his prominence grew, Sinter Klaas 
was described as everything from a “rascal” with a blue three-cor-
nered hat, red waistcoat, and yellow stockings to a man wearing a 
broad-brimmed hat and a “huge pair of Flemish trunk hose.”

In 1822, Clement Clarke Moore, an Episcopal minister, wrote a long 
Christmas poem for his three daughters entitled “An Account of a 
Visit from St. Nicholas,” more popularly known as “‘Twas The Night 
Before Christmas.” Moore’s poem, which he was initially hesitant to 
publish due to the frivolous nature of its subject, is largely responsible 
for our modern image of Santa Claus as a “right jolly old elf” with a 
portly figure and the supernatural ability to ascend a chimney with a 
mere nod of his head! Although some of Moore’s imagery was prob-
ably borrowed from other sources, his poem helped popularize the 
now-familiar image of a Santa Claus who flew from house to house on 
Christmas Eve in “a miniature sleigh” led by eight flying reindeer to 
leave presents for deserving children. “An Account of a Visit from St. 
Nicholas” created a new and immediately popular American icon.

In 1881, political cartoonist Thomas Nast drew on Moore’s poem 
to create the first likeness that matches our modern image of Santa 
Claus. His cartoon, which appeared in Harper’s Weekly, depicted 
Santa as a rotund, cheerful man with a full, white beard, holding a 
sack laden with toys for lucky children. It is Nast who gave Santa his 
bright red suit trimmed with white fur, North Pole workshop, elves 
and his wife, Mrs. Claus.

So, for all you Bay Pointers who are believers just remember Santa 
Claus is coming to town and he knows whose been naughty or nice!!

(continued from page 6)
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                     SENIOR MANAGER (RET), NAVAL SURFACE 
                                      WARFARE CENTER, PC, FL

 José G. Vélez is a native of the United States Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico.  He graduated from the University of Puerto Rico, College of 
Engineering, in 1979 with a BS in Mechanical Engineering.  He then com-
pleted his MS in Engineering Administration from George Washington 
University in 1985.

 Mr. Vélez began his government service career as an engineering 
student in 1978 at the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Lab-
oratory (NSWC/WOL), Maryland.  He worked as Systems Test engineer 
for the Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Station in San Diego, Cali-
fornia, from 1980 through mid 1981.  He then returned to NSWC in 1981 
accepting a position as a lead development engineer in retardation systems 
for high-speed/low-altitude air delivery of sea mines.

 In 1987 Mr. Vélez was selected to a Naval Scientist Technical Ex-
change Program (NSTEP) assignment as a Mine Warfare (MIW) technical 
assistant to the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) in the Pentagon.  In 1988, 
Mr. Vélez represented CNO as a US delegate to NATO in Brussels, Bel-
gium.  Upon returning to White Oak in 1989, he was selected to establish 
and head an Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) team to support the Life 
Cycle Agent (LCA) function for a new Anti-Submarine Control System for 
surface combatants.  He worked as the ILS manager for three years and 
was later promoted to head the Software Product Assurance (SPA) team.

 Mr. Vélez accepted a position with NSWC Panama City in Novem-
ber 1995 to serve as the Mine Warfare Technical Advisor to the Surface 
Navy on staff to the CNO, the Pentagon.  While serving in that capacity, 
Mr. Vélez was selected to join a team of national experts representing all 
Naval laboratories to support the development and acquisition of a new 
surface ship, DD21 (currently in-service).  He later served as a senior staff 
member to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, De-
velopment, Test and Evaluation (DASN (RDT&E)) as the head of Technical 
Workforce across all Naval Laboratories for 4 years.  Mr. Velez retired after 
42 years of service in January 2020.

 Mr. Vélez has received numerous awards and commendations 
throughout his career.  The Vice-Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral 
Lautenbacher, awarded him the Meritorious Civilian Service Medal in 
1997.  He has owned his residence in Bay Point since 1996.  Besides his 
academic preparation and professional experience in administrative func-
tions, Mr. Vélez has volunteered his time for various leadership positions 
in community and civic organizations.  These include a two-year term as 
member of the Dunwood Estates homeowners association in Mitcheville, 
Maryland, eight years as a member of the Bowie Interfaith Recreational 
Council (BIRC) in Bowie, MD, and two terms in the Bay Point Community 
Association (BPCA) Board.

    José G. Vélez

      Dean M. Resch

   Self-nomination for the Bay Point (BPCA) Board of Directors

I hereby submit my self-nomination as a candidate for election to the 
BPCA Board seat A-2 with the following information provided:
If elected to the BPCA board, my priorities are three-fold:
• Improving the condition of the roads
• Improving security
• Adherence to the rules, regulations, covenants and restric-
tions
As a 41 year property owner and a 21 year home owner, I have seen 
Bay Point at its finest and I will try to make Bay Point once again the 
premier community in Bay County.
I have previously served as VP of the Bay Point West (BPW) Board 
and on the BPW Architectural Review Committee and the Roads and 
Grounds Committee. 
I retired as an Army aviator with 20 years of military service in the 
United States Army.  During my career I spent assignments in Viet-
nam, Korea and Germany. 
Following my military service, I entered Federal civil service and was 
the chief of aviation operations and airport manager of Henry Post 
Army Airfield, Ft. Sill, OK. After 9/11 I transferred to the Federal Avi-
ation Administration headquarters in Washington, D.C. in 1990.
After 11 years, I retired in 2001 from the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration with a total of 34 years of federal service. During my FAA time 
I served as a program manager and senior safety investigator. I main-
tained a top-secret security clearance and worked directly with other 
government agencies including the department of justice, central 
intelligence agency, internal revenue service and the national recon-
naissance office.  I managed all helicopter operations during the 1996 
Olympics in Atlanta and worked closely with the Secret Service and 
22 other law enforcement agencies to maintain security against overt 
and covert acts targeting the olympics and Olympic participants.  
I concurrently served as the safety representative to the federal crisis 
response working group, which oversees threats and acts of terrorism 
against the aviation interests of the United States of America.
In 2006 I joined the US State Department by request and was as-
signed to the US Ambassador to Iraq, Zalmay Khalilzad as the avi-
ation security advisor.  I had jurisdiction over Sather AFB located 
on the west side of Baghdad International Airport and Baghdad 
International Airport (BIAP) on the Iraqi civilian east side which was 
considered hostile.
My community service includes: 
2010 Jefferson award winner
2010 President Board of Directors Boys and Girls Club of Bay County
2020 Inducted into the Florida Veterans Hall of Fame
Notary Public, Vice President of The Board of Directors, Children’s 
Advocacy Center, Currently Serving  as a Covenant Care End Stage 
Volunteer at The Clifford  Sims State Veterans Home, Retired after 
16 years from The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla 19 as a Vessel 
Examiner, Served as Small Claims Court Mediator for the State of 
Florida, 14th Judicial Circuit, Rotary Club of Panama City Beach, cur-
rently serving as the Senior Member of The Bay County Safety Com-
mittee As Your Public Representative, A Shriner and Scottish Rite 
Freemason attaining The 33rd Degree and the Scottish Rite Grand 
Cross Of Honor, Scottish Rite of Freemasonry’s Highest Honor, Sol-
diers Angels, and Life Member: VFW, AMVETS, Disabled American 
Veterans, Vietnam Helicopter Pilots Association, The Distinguished 
Flying Cross Society, QBs and The Fraternal Order Of Police. 
I also volunteer at the military welcome center at the Northwest Flor-
ida International Airport.
I have been married for 48 years and have two grandchildren.

Respectfully submitted, Dean M. Resch, 814 Dolphin Drive   
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My name is Ronald S. Dubin and I am running for the A-1 BPW 
non-canal board position for the Bay Point Community Association for 
one main reason: To do what is right for ALL the owners of our great 
community.  Here are my qualifications: 
1. I am the current Vice President of the Board of Directors at Ori-
gin at Seahaven Condominium in PCB and have extensive experience 
for this position. I understand the importance of leadership, construct-
ive dialogue, and collaboration which I intend to bring to the BPCA. 
Our board and its members are fully supported by the owners with zero 
conflicts, or self-interests. 
2. As an orthopedic surgeon for over 34 years, I have developed an 
objective mindset to offer solutions to complex problems. This include 
solving the many problems at Bay Point and conflicts between the BOD 
and the owners
3.  As a successful property owner of multiple homes and com-
mercial buildings in Florida, Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia, I am 
familiar with the upkeep and maintenance of facilities and sourcing out 
the best managers and contractors to maximize maintenance, value, 
cleanliness, security and growth of our development.  
4. I am a long distance runner and have participated in 35 mara-
thons and ultramarathons. I understand the importance of success 
from perseverance and commitment both on and off the field. Achieve-
ment only comes from hard work and focused energy, concepts I prac-
tice each and every day. 
My glass in life is always half full, not half empty. I am a positive willed 
person and those that know me understands my willingness to always 
give to others through volunteerism, donating funding for buildings 
to universities, and contributing cars and material value to non–profit 
organizations.
We have all seen over the past several years conflicts play out between 
different entities associated with the board and its owners. This hurts 
our development, its value and reputation. This should never occur. 
It is imperative that all board members be transparent and open to 
discussions even if disagreements occur. I will do all I can to maintain 
the rich teamwork between the BPCA board and its many sub associ-
ations. Security will be a priority of mine, and will offer support to Jim 
Moore and its security team to protect our property, diminish speeding 
and continue to provide that extra touch for assisting others in need. I 
will not look to debase others or tear down Bay Point for self-grandi-
ose purposes. I will be unbiased in approaching issues and in conflict 
resolution. I also will promise accountability and transparency between 
the board and owners
Like you, I own property in Bay Point. I love Bay Point. And although I 
currently reside in the Tristate region of Kentucky, Virginia, and Ten-
nessee where I practice Orthopedic Surgery, my wife JoAnn of 34 years 
and I do plan on establishing our permanent residency at Bay Pont 
soon. After 34 years of full time practice I intend to take considerably 
more time off going forward and will attend as many meetings as pos-
sible in person. Conference calls will be used if I am unable to attend. I 
will do everything to make this place the best place to live and retire. I 
will be engaged and commit to the demands of this position.
We must support our businesses that make Bay Point their home as 
well. Our four star Sheraton Hotel is here because they believe in Bay 
Point. Our new commercial space is once again bustling with new 
energy. This brings life to our part of the world and one which we must 
support. Golfing, tennis, the yacht club, the marina, these are import-
ant entities to us even if we don’t golf, boat, fish, or play tennis because 
of the vibrancy they bring and sense of community. Our infrastructure 
needs continued work with progressive maintenance in a cost efficient 
manner.  
I believe in Bay Point and its potential for growth.  I believe all the 
wonderful people here. I want to be part of Bay Point. I want to bring 
my experiences and knowledge to your board and to our community. I 
will always be a team player!

Ronald S. Dubin, M.D        rdubin256@hotmail.com 

                POSITION STATEMENT FOR BOARD OF DIRECTORS POSITION - BPCA
                               Rockney M. Dollarhide                                                                                                                            

        21 September 2021

                       4305 Bay Point Rd., Golf Villas II, Unit 457  
                              Since October 2021

  I have owned and managed a premier golf course for the 
past 22 years. I have also held several management positions 
for a major US  airline. In addition, I was president of Metro 
Christian School Board  for seven years. It was not for prof-
it. This has taught me how to run  an efficient operation and 
organization. As a business owner I have  the experience to 
help BPCA make sound business decisions. This will be even 
more important in the next few years as we watch our com-
munity grow. We must address our problems as a business if 
we are to remain an affordable premier gated community in 
Northwest Florida. I  sincerely believe I can help the Board 
make the necessary decisions to maintain low HOA fees and 
continue to prosper.

Thank you for your consideration and your vote.

Rockney M. Dollarhide
rdollar@aberdeengolf.com
(314) 749 3545
www.Aberdeengolf.com

Ronald S. Dubin

 BAY POINT CAN BE SO MUCH BETTER!
    by José G. Vélez, Dean Resch, Ron Dubin and Rocky Dollarhide

The BPCA Board has always had members that seemed to have 
good intentions and that is a plus. However, Board unity has for 
a very long time been elusive and unattainable and that is one of 
the key reasons for the apparent failures that have plagued the 
BPCA Board of Directors in recent times. 
Leadership and unity are two essential building blocks if a 
board has expectations that their efforts to improve the com-
munity will be successful. It has to do with the ability to jointly 
diagnose situations and develop long term solutions while at-
tracting the right people to lead these efforts. Leaders who allow 
situations to overcome them fail to accomplish their goals no 
matter how well intentioned. Their efforts to move forward stall 
because their egos do not allow them to delegate and/or work 
well with others.  
We have been amazed at the great successes we made in our 
recovery from Hurricane Michael. These efforts were successful 
because we were all working together. This is the attitude and 
approach we are advocating for our future.
We have unique qualifications due to our business experience as 
well as life experience that has taught us the necessity of work-
ing as a team and the mechanics of how to join forces to make 
good things happen for our community. We know that we will 
need to negotiate when there is a difference of opinions until we 
can agree on a plan and then jointly execute the plan and solve 
our community’s problems. We are a group that has confidence 
in our own opinions but understand that only through negoti-
ation and working together can we expect to move Bay Point 
forward.
There are many problems that we must solve. We are commit-
ted to ensuring that they do not continue to be stalled due to 
a lack of leadership or worse yet, a lack of understanding. We 

(continued on the next page)
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pledge to you, the property owners of Bay Point, to begin solving problems such as these mentioned below starting on our first day. 
• Bay Point roads have been in disrepair for a very long-time. We will begin by fixing the repairs that have been poorly done. It 
is possible to repair a road such that the height of the patch is the same as that of the road.
• We will direct contractors who work in Bay Point to repair the potholes/sink holes permanently instead making quick and 
dirty repairs that last a couple of years and then need to be redone. How many drains have we spent thousands of dollars fixing them 
only to have them collapse and then we spend thousands of dollars to repair the same drains again.
• There are a number of homes on Redfish Circle that are subject to flooding because of poor drainage. At the most recent 
Board meeting they couldn’t agree to even start the process of repairing this lack of adequate drainage.
• We have been told that the sewer problems at the Resident’s Gate are so bad that the security officers have to drive from the 
main gate to any other gate to use the bathroom. This situation has been a problem for many, many months with no relief in sight. 
The Board has known about this for months, but nothing has been done because the Board’s Infrastructure Committee couldn’t 
agree on an approach to do so.
•  Last March at a committee meeting the Security organization was tasked to improve visitor information gathering and dis-
bursement methods to insure that we know who is in Bay Point. According to a Security report printed in the Bay Point News, mem-
bers of our security force had the beginning of a new and improved information handling system underway by six o’clock the next 
morning. By the end of April, the system was fully tested using personal computers, scanners and printers belonging to the security 
force and was found to be fully functional and ready for use by Security and the BPCA office. At this point all that was needed was a 
few computers/iPods and printers. To this day the fully functional system is sitting, waiting for the equipment to make it useful. 
• If asked how many cameras are in the security system, Security will tell you the number is 24. If asked how many cameras are 
functional the answer is somewhere between 8 and 15 depending on the day. This one is easy; repair or replace the cameras!
• At the last Board meeting we were informed that our Bay Point Post Office is continuing to send mail back to the sender if the 
PO Box is not written as the address. For more than 25 years this same Post Office would cross reference the address with the PO 
Box number and deliver the mail. This is why we pay them! We will fix this problem!
• The Board has also informed us that an increase in our assessments is going to be required in the next year. It has been 11 
years since the last increase and we all know prices continue to increase. Is an increase necessary?  Possibly so, but, do you have 
confidence that the Board is using your money wisely and efficiently? We commit to delaying any increase as long as possible and, if 
absolutely necessary, to keeping any increase to an absolute minimum.   
Clearly the Board is not solving our problems in a timely manner and is in need of new members who will. Fortunately, we have 
some very good people who work for Bay Point in the Office and Security who keep us going, and we are grateful for that.
We are united in purpose and running for the Board to correct our current problems and will work for you and with you to build a 
better Bay Point. We ask you to vote for us and hold us accountable to making a better Bay Point.

continued from page 9 
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 Bay Point Paws and Claws Feature  
            The Renneker Gang
                 by Jeannie Millaway

Hello Bay Point, meet the brood of our very own Bay Point Community Association 
Comptroller, David Renneker: Putter, Joe, and Panda the dogs, and Stormy the cat. All 
are rescues, and all are Super!  

Let’s start with the elder statesman of the group: Putter the long haired dachshund. 
Putter came to the Renneker’s by way of a Texas flea market. He just turned 16 two 
months ago. That alone would have been an achievement for any dog, but it is a special 
triumph for this little fighter, who survived pneumonia as a young pup, as well as being 
paralyzed on his back end for nearly 4 months last year. As soon as Putter regained use 
of his lower half, he immediately resumed his love of sitting up like a prairie dog to beg 
for treats. It’s easy to tell his favorite toys (pictured), since he has gone through many 
of those exact ones in his life, all sorts of colors too. Putter’s preference for neon pink 
and purple put away any doubts on whether dogs are colorblind.  

Next stop is Joe the lovable 10 year old short haired dachshund mix.  Joe had a sad 
start in life, beaten and abused before he was rescued in Texas. When he first came to 
the Renneker’s, Joe was deathly afraid of men. Little by little, he blossomed under the 
tender care of his new family. Now he is as affectionate of a dog as you can get! Joe 
loves to snuggle. He would get up to you and just look you in the eyes with a ‘thanks for 
saving me’ look. That usually gets him even more affection from his humans, and more 
treats too. This boy loves to eat!!!   

Bringing up the dog pack is Panda, the black and white Border Collie, adopted as a 
puppy from a Huntsville, AL, shelter adoption event. This natural sheep herder loves 
to let everyone know she is on scout duty by barking at anything that moves first thing 
each morning. It is also her greetings to Max the cream colored Labrador Retriever 
next door. Panda is almost 4 now but still has puppy energy. She keeps busy practi-
cing herding on her siblings in the backyard and walking her humans for their health, 
yet she loves golf cart rides the best!! Bay Point living is just perfect for this energetic 
working dog; where else can you practice herding skills via a golf cart? 

Last but not least is the claws in the group: Stormy. He was less named for his shim-
mering grey coat than for the storm he caused initially when coming into a household 
full of dogs. As a kitten, Stormy faced down Putter, a chocolate lab and a 135 pound 
Lab/German Shepard mix to secure a place at the Renneker’s table. It helps that he 
is the most dog like cat one could imagine, and does not faze one bit in front of bigger 
siblings like Panda. Treat time has him leading the way to the treat station, with the 
dogs following behind. Bed time has him picking the prime spot in the house, includ-
ing dog beds that weren’t meant for two. Somewhere along Stormy’s life, he taught all 
the Renneker canines to have Respect for a feline.  

Now you have met all 4 of the Renneker’s 4 legged family members. Next time when 
you are at the BPCA office (e.g.,a fee, a fine, a decal or a ballot), go ahead and pop into 
our comptroller’s office, and ask what his brood are all up to!   

PANDAPUTTER JOE STORMY
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continued on next page

VETERANS DAY CELEBRATION AT THE BAY POINT YACHT CLUB

The ceremony began with some Veterans Day history from two of the Club’s longtime members….Michael 
Williams and John Harris. John concludes his message with a prayer in English and Hebrew.

Friday night, November 12, 2021 was a big night at the Bay Point Yacht Club. It was a huge celebration with over 
70 members and guests attending. The night began with a social hour from about 5:30-6:30pm where all of the 
members relaxed and shared memories.

Then all of the Veterans were invited to the front of the Club and were asked to say something about 
their background in the military. After this heartwarming experience, all of the members were invited to 
visit the Veterans.
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Music was provided by the world-famous Dennis Eberhardt and longtime Yacht Club 
member. He led the Club to sing GOD BLESS the USA by Lee Greenwood. There 
were many tears!

The food was provided by Griggs and Sandy Espy and it was awesome. How can you 
eat any better than homemade shrimp etouffee, chile, and hot dogs!

And then the dancing began. Many members danced way past their bedtime.

WHAT A GREAT NIGHT OF CELEBRATING THE MEN AND WOMEN THAT KEEP AMERICA FREE!!!!!!!!

Bob Ginn, Commodore
Bay Point Yacht Club



“My daughter is coming to Panama City Beach to visit you,” my sister said 
so solemnly in one of our regular calls, “and she is bringing a boy.”

Wait, what? Is this another millennial trend to Meet the Aunt and Uncle 
for a trial run before Meet the Parents? What is my true mission here, be-
sides intel gathering? This is indeed a serious undertaking: how does one 
impress a potential future relative without appearing trying too hard?

The solution turns out to be only a stone's throw away: the newly minted 
Sheraton Dining Cruise on the Champagne Lady! A quick call with Heavyn 
(what a cool name!), followed by an email plus a few mouse clicks later, I 
secured 4 spots for a 3-hour Sunday Brunch Cruise. We then sat back and 
waited to see if Heavyn can order us up some good weather (sorry, can’t 
help the pun there).

And she delivered! The sunny sky also came with an easy cool breeze and extremely low tide, allowing rare 
glimpses of normally submerged sand flats as we walked towards our ship. We checked in at the end of the 
broadwalk by the Pelican’s Bar and Grill to receive wrist bands and drink tickets (2 per person). A small hop with 
helping hands got us onboard the double decker Champagne Lady. A quick safety briefing on how to put on a life 
jacket signaled the ship was ready to set sail. Sort of. 

As the engine revved yet the 75’ boat didn’t seem to go anywhere, I was mildly curious. As loud grinding noises 
rose and the boat appeared drifting sideways, I became concerned. It didn’t help when my husband started hum-
ming the theme song from Gilligan’s Island, that other famous 3 hour boat tour which didn’t go as planned. Was 
my carefully orchestrated boat trip to impress not going to happen after all?! 

Fortunately for us, the Champagne Lady also has her fearless crew. After a bit of struggle, she was finally freed 
from what held her back: a sunken gangway missed by the Hurricane Michael cleanup effort. The extremely 
low tide put the vessel in contact with the previously not visible debris. Even after 3 years, we are still being re-
minded of that devastating storm. At least this one is now found and will be removed from anyone’s future mem-
ory. 

The jolly mood resumed for the cruisers after the ship was on her way. The 
indoor dining space on the first deck seats comfortably the 30+ people and 
the buffet table. A sun deck on the second level is roomy enough for some 
two stepping if the music fits. Most people prefer relaxing with a cocktail 
in hand while enjoying the tranquility of the water. This makes bar tender 
Angela the most popular person on board. The featured drink that day was 
Sheraton’s concoction that won the Best Bloody Mary award at the 6th an-
nual Bloody Mary and Music Festival.  Angela loves bartending on this boat, 
and one can easily see why: she is always surrounded by happy people, hav-
ing a good time on beautiful St Andrews Bay!

As we settled down to enjoy our Low Country Boil brunch (cold roasted 
corn, potato, sausage and shrimp), my husband and I pointed out various 
water features (e.g., tideline) and landmarks to our visitors. After turning 
left out of the Grand Lagoon, the boat glided pass the Navy Base and Port 
Panama City, continued under the Hathaway Bridge before turning around 
to head towards East Bay. It’s not every day one sees Audubon Island (aka, 
Bird Island), the Port, or the underside of Hathaway Bridge up close, so get 
your camera ready. But, if you missed a perfect shot on the way north, you’ll 
get another chance on the way back. The cruise also took us east to the Pan-
ama City Marina (where construction of the new Hotel Indigo is progress-
ing), and south to the kiddy pool at the St Andrews State Park, before head-
ing back to the dock at the Sheraton.  

With 3 hairpin turns in normally high traffic deep water channels, plus the 
episode right at the starting gate, captaining this vessel takes some skills. 
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 A Three Hour Tour … Sunday Brunch aboard the Champaign Lady
          by Jeannie Millaway

continued on next page



I went to the 
bridge in search 
of the person in 
charge of our 
wellbeing while 
on board, and 
found at the 
helm none other 
than the local 
marine legend 
Capt Ric Corley! 
A conversation 
with Capt Corley 
on his 50 years 
of marine survey 
experience and 
numerous pilot 
licenses would 
ease any doubts 
on this vessel’s 
navigation safe-
ty. It also helps 
that Capt Corley 
is a charmer, conversing at ease with all passengers, 
even letting one have a turn at the helm wearing his 
Capt hat as a photo op (if having a photo taken with the 
ship’s famed Captain wasn’t enough)!

It has been several years since my husband and I saw 
our town from the water (it’s still my happiest day when 
he sold his boat). We were prepared to confront the dis-
appointment of seeing post Hurricane Michael reality, 
but were warmed to our hearts to see that the trees are 
growing back, the Port is humming, and rebuild is hap-
pening at the Panama City Marina. The brunch cruise 
was the perfect outing for my niece and the young man 
she brought with her. They were awed by the beauty 
of our waters, and I didn’t have to try to impress; the 
Champagne Lady did it all. 

It was hugs all around when we dropped the young 
couple off at the airport. We wished the young man the 
best of luck when he heads to my sister’s next month. 
He is going to need it: my sister is planning a tradition-
al family camping trip during their visit, complete with 
roughing it in the wilderness without facilities. I won-
der who will impress whom then?!
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Lady. Dec 31st, 5-8pm  - Call 850.236.6033
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